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We consider the equation U,+ ? . [iT(+~)f(u)] = 0, x E R', with F defined asa 
divergenceless vector valued function (in the generalized sense) and subject to
initial d ta uO. We prove the existence of a generalized global solution t  this 
equation u der assumptions f bounded variation f rv‘ and uO, and smoothness 
for jI 
1. INTR~DuC~~N 
The theory of generalized solutions to nonlinear differential equations of
conservation type has been of interest formany years. A central problem in 
this theory is the existence and uniqueness ofsolutions in the large (with 
respect tot) to equations 
24, + f- dA(t, x, u) = 0, 
,~I dXi 
4 u> ‘Li +f, u,p x = (x1 ,..., xn) E R”, (1.1) 
subject tothe initial condition 
u(t = 0, x) = 24()(x). (1.2) 
Considerable progress has been made toward this end under the hypothesis 
that the fi are continuously differentiable functions [l--7]. Ifthe fi are 
nonlinear, it is well known [g-10] that one cannot, in general, obtain 
continuous solutions; discontinuities will develop after a finite ime. Hence 
one would like to obtain generalized, or weak, solutions in the sense that 
up + i .&(t, x, 24) pxi . 
I J 
dx dt + u,(x) ~(0, x) dx = 0 
i=l I=0 
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for every smooth test function q = ~(t, x) having compact support, i.e., 
tpx;. 
An important subclass ofEq. (1.1) is that in which 
fi(t, x u) = t’i(f, x)f(u), i = l,..., II. (‘1.4) 
A particular application nvolves two-phase fluid flow. Coupled with elliptic 
equations, Eq. (1.1) with J;: of the form (1.4) have been used to study the 
flow of water through oil in a porous medium [ 1 l-151 using numerical 
computations. The velocity field v’((r, x) = (v, u?) is obtained from an elliptic 
equation a d will not, in general, becontinuous. It then becomes necessary 
to develop an existence theory for discontinuous v’ (and smooth f). In 
general v’ is divergenceless and bounded. We may also expect hat it is of 
bounded variation. 
With this motivation, we consider the problem of proving the existence of 
a real valued solution u(t, X) to the equations 
24, + v . [f(u) i?(x)] = 0, (1.5) 
v * G(x) = 0, (1.6) 
40, x) = q(x), (1.7j 
where x = (x, y) E {(x, 4’): 0 < x <X, 0 G-V < Y}, and G(X) E R’. Equations 
(1.5): (1.6) are to be understood as
I‘ [~p~+f(u)C- &]dxdt +jrou~~~~w(O,~~dx=O: (1.8) 
.f>O 
1 qx, 4’) . ?u, dx = 0, (1.9) 
for all fj7 E Ct. 
The precise conditions  t’, f and U, will be stated inthe next section. A 
brief outline ofthe proof is as follows. The function 5 may be regularized or 
mollified by means of a convolution, i.e., a sequence ofsmooth functions i? 
which converge to i? in L, and whose variations are uniformly bounded. 
These approximating functions also satisfy the conditions  5. Furthermore, 
the divergenceless character expressed by(1.9) is then true in the pointwise 
sense for ii’ (this is shown in Section 5). Hence, we initially consider Eq. 
(1.8) in which 3’ has been substituted for Z and obtain uniform estimates. 
In Section 2 we state the precise assumptions made on 5” f and zlo and 
state equivalent definitions of bounded variation. 
To obtain uniform estimates, we start in Section 3 by examining the 
characteristics of this equation a d derive a new coordinate system, (x’,~‘), 
parallel and perpendicular to the characteristics. The newcoordinate systen: 
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is obtained in a non-constructive way by showing the existence of smooth 
and bounded solutions to a coupled set of partial differential equ tions. With 
the new coordinate system, the original Eqs. (1.7), (1.8) are transformed so 
that y’, the direction perpendicular to thecharacteristics, en er  only through 
the initial d ta. By means of a discretization of histransformed equation we 
show (i) the variation n the solutions to the discrete quation in the variable 
parallel to the characteristics  un formly bounded, and (ii) the solutions to 
the discrete quation satisfy a continuity condition n y’. 
Using methods of Conway and Smoller [5] or Oleinik [I], it is possible to 
construct step functions from the discrete solutions to the transformed 
equation if we show that hese functions areof uniformly bounded variation. 
One may then extract a subsequence (asthe mesh size vanishes) of these step 
functions which converges inthe L, norm to a function fbounded 
variation. Having done this for an arbitrary smooth v’ in a uniform way, we 
apply the estimates o the regularization of an arbitrary u‘ satisfying the 
boundedness and bounded variation c ditions. Thus we have a new 
sequence of solutions as 5’ -+ v’. With the uniform estimates and 
compactness arguments one may extract a subsequence of solutions u1 
which converge inL, to a function u which satisfies (1.7) and (1.8). 
2. HYPOTHESES 
In addition to requiring that v’ be divergenceless in the ense of (1.9), the 
following conditions are imposed. 
A. Boundedness. The following bounds are satisfied by i? on the 
domain 0 EE {(x, y): 0< x < X, 0 < y < Y}: 
(2.1) 
B. Bounded variation. The velocity field v’(-u, y) is of bounded 
variation n the sense of Tonelli-Cesari [denoted v’E BP’] in the domain LL 
I.e., it is in L,(Q) and 
I’I ,I Dv, dx dy = sup ^ ! vidivqodxdy<M, (i = 1, 2), -a 0 (2.2) 
where the sup is over all v, = (rpl, pZ) E C;(Q) such that ]~(x, y)] < 1. 
C. Local positivity. Thedomain Q can be covered by a finite 
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collection of simply connected closed sets K, ,..., K, corresponding to a set of 
n pairs of principal axes (unit vectors) (yljj, $), such that he intersection 
Kin Kj+, contains a closed ball for each i< n - I and there exists a 6> 0 
such that 
tj. t’>6, $ ’ a> 6, 
qj. +o. (2.3) 
This condition nsures that he velocity field, v’, does not fluctuate about he 
origin too violently. The next condition restricts the variation n the 
directions specified above. 
D. Variation along principal xes. On each domain Kj, 1 <j < n. 
with principal axes {;j, $}as defined in C, one has 
where M4 and M, are independent of rJA and the derivatives ar  in the 
generalized sense of limits ofregularized derivatives. 
We state he following less general versions f C and D which will be used 
in the initial p rt of the proofs. 
C’. The velocity field 5(x, y) = [v,(x, u), Qx, v)] satisfies the me- 
qualities 
U,(X,Y) > 4 t’l(X, Y> > 6 
on the simply connected compact domain K, where 6> 0. 
D’. The velocity field, v’, satisfies th  variation b unds 
(2.5) 
where M., and M, are independent of y,and the derivatives ar  understood t  
be in the generalized sense of limits ofregularized derivatives. 
The conditions imposed onf(x) are: 
E. Smoothness. The function f iscontinuously differentiable. 
F. Monotonicity. The function f (x) satisfies 
f ‘(xl >0 (2,:) 
for all xE R. 
The conditions on the initial d ta u,(x,p) are: 
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G. Boundedness. Theinitial d ta satisfy 
Cl < u,(x, Y) < c, * P-8) 
H. Bounded variation. Theinitial data U, are of bounded variation in 
the sense of Tonelli-Cesari in s1. That is, 
where the generalized gradient isin the sense discussed in condition B.
We note that he bounded variations condition B and H can be formulated 
in a number of different ways. We will use the following alternative 
statements [ 161. 
THEOREM 2.1. For an n-dimensional compact domain JI, the following 
are equivalent to Tonelli-Cesari bounded variation as expressed in condition 
B. 
(a) The derivative Dg in the distributional sense is a j?nite v ctor 
valued measure. 
(b) The function g can be approximated in the L, norm by C” 
functions with untformly bounded variation, .e., 
gi+g in LI(Q>, II .I Dg, dx< Const. (2.10) 
(c) There xists a et Z of measure z ro in Q such that he functions 
V,(x ,7**.3 xi- 19 xi+ 1V*.*V x,)
= )$ g(xl 3***2 xi-1 3xi+ 1?*.*V x,)Y i = 1, 2,..., n (2.11) 
are measurable andsummable. 
Initially, we formulate he problem for GE C” in a simply connected 
compact region K with hypotheses A, B, C’, D’, E-H. We will then have 
appropriate uniform bounds for the full proof for arbitrary i?under 
hypotheses A-H. 
We observe that if ZE C”, then the divergenceless condition (1.9) implies 
divergence free in the pointwise nse. For any v, E CA one has 
o=I i?- @dxdy=J‘@. ?dxdy (2.12) 
and since ? . v‘ is continuous, we obtain a contradiction unless 
v.a=o. (2.13) 
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3. TRANSFORMATION OF EQUATIONS 
For v’ E C” the original Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9), may be written as
)_ 
-:>0 
[up, +f(u) t . (~31 dx dt + [ u,(x) ~(0, x) dx = 0, 
-f=O 
-+.t’=O, 
where x= (x, y) and (3.1) holds for all Ed = rp(t, x) in Ci. 
In the usual differential form, Eq. (3.1) is 
u, + v‘. Q-(u) = 0 
which has characteristic curves described by 
dt d.x 
iii=” ds - = 4(x, Y)f’b), 
2 = Q(X, y)f’(u), 
d” 0 
ds= . 
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(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The parameter s is essentially t, i.e., s = t + to and we may assume to = 0. In 
x’= (x, y) space, the equations for dxlds and dy/ds describe a set of curves. 
Choosing a particular v lue of U, e.g., u = c one has the system of ordinary 
differential equations 
Such a system of ordinary differential equations describes a mooth curve 
which does not intersect itself. Condition C prevents he curves from forming 
vortices. Hence, the curves either terminate ata boundary of x’ space, or 
return to their point of origin. The restriction o condition C’ for the first 
part of the proof implies all curves terminate atsome boundary point. 
We now want to define a new coordinate system (x’, y’) which will have 
the property hat he coordinates will be parallel and perpendicular to the 
curves, respectively. Notethat on curves atisfying du/dt = 0 we may also 
write u= c4 and use the fact hat f’(u) > 0 to incorporate i  into the f 
variable. W  require that he new coordinates satisfy 
C3X’ ax’ ax ax’ ay 
-=~t+ay,,=f’W, 
at 
5’ -=~c+H&=o. 
at 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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Therefore we write 
3Y’ 
- = -ax, Y), 
ax 
a2 
- = w,(x, Y), ax 
where W, and w2 will be determined 
requirement 
a ax' 
by (3.7) and (3.8) and the consistency 
a ad --=--* 
ay ax ax ay 
Note that for 5, the consistency relation hasalready been met, since 
aaf a a a af --= --~2=-~,=-- 
ay ax ay ax ax ay 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
by (3.2). Upon substituting the characteristic equations fordwx/dt and dy/dt 
into (3.7) using condition F and noting that (3.12), theconsistency relation 
for ii, and the requirement (3.8) have already been met, we observe that W, 
and w2 must satisfy thefollowing system of equations: 
u,wl +v2w2= 1, (3.13) 
aw, _a"? 
ay - ax. (3.14) 
Using (3.13) to eliminate wr in (3.14) one obtain the linear partial 
differential equ tion: 
(3.15) 
This equation has characteristics 
s = x, 
dv ~2 dw, -=-) 
dx v, 
- = 4(x, y> w2 + &, Y>, 
Li!Y 
(3.16a, b, c) 
r 
g(x, y) E - $2. (3.17) 
1 
Solving the characteristic equation for w2, one has: 
~v,(x,y)=~u,(O,y)exp (-J~fW,Y)) 
+ jt &X, v> exptji dC’W, .v)l 
exp{ .I”; d&(L Y)} . 
(3.18) 
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By conditions A, C’, D’ one has 
.5g6-2(M,Mj + 2M4)=cj, (3.19) 
(3.20) 
Choosing MT~(O,Y) = 1and w,(x, 0) = 1, one has the bound 
(3.21) 
on the solution tothe ordinary differential equation (3.16~). Since these 
equations describe a set of characteristic curves which cover the integral 
surface, the solution to(3.5) is similarly bounded. We summarize these 
results in
PROPOSITION 3.1. If v’ is a C” function satisfying conditions A, C’) D’, 
and f satisfies conditions E and F, then there xist continuousiy d fferentiable 
functions wl(x, y) and w2(x, y) satisfying (3.7), (3.10) and the bounds 
jw,(x,y)l~c,-6-‘[1 +M,c,], (3.22) 
I u’d& VI < c, 9 (3.232 
where c, and c8 depend only on the constants in the conditions li ted above. 
Equations (3.9) and (3.10) may be solved for x’ and y’ as functions of x
and ~1, so that 
(3.24) 
(3.25 j 
Since the functions vr, L’~, wr, uq2 are all continuously differentiable 
functions ofx and y, so then are x’ and -II’- The Jacobian of this transfor- 
mation is 
(3.26) 
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Hence we may invert the transformation o btain 
ax 3X 
-=u -E-J+’ 
ax’ 1’ ay, 23 
aY aY -=u 
ax, 2, ayl=tv,. 
Using the general relations 
a&T r -=2!z+agay -,$, ag 2, dg 
ax ax’ ax ay’ ax ’ a-Y’ 2 aJ71 ’ 
ag -=22c+agyl=w,2~ ; vlag 
aY a-d a), ay ay I ' af 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
for arbitrary g(x, y), and the fact hat he Jacobian is unity, Eq. (3.1) is 
transformed into equation 
(_ [Lip, +f(zi) p,,] & dy’ dt + I’ uoq$t = 0) dx’ dy’ =0, (3.3 1) 
-tao -t=o 
where fi(t, x’, y’) G u(t, x, y). The initial data are written as
U(0, x’, y’) = Uo(x’, y’) = uo(x, y). (3.32) 
Hence, the variable y’enters into Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) essentially as a 
parameter inthe initial d ta. In fact, ifthe y’ integration is mitted in(3.31) 
one is left with a one-dimensional equation with an arbitrary parameter y’. 
We obtain estimates for this equation i the next section. 
4. ANALYSIS OF TRANSFORMED EQUATION 
Using the finite difference methods developed by Oleinik [l-3] and 
Conway and Smoller [5], we now obtain uniform estimates for the 
discretized approximation t  Eqs. (3.3 l), (3.32). We discretize (x’, y’, t) 
space by writing 
t=kh, x’ = nq, y’ = mp, (4.1) 
where h, q, p are positive real numbers and k, n, m are integers, with k non- 
negative. Consider now the finite difference s heme 
fik+l 
n,m (4.2) 
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with the initial values defined byUz,, = U(0, np, mq). Using methods which 
are essentially the same as those of Conway and Smoller one may prove: 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) Let condition G be satisfied and let A and B be 
defined 64
If the stability requirements 
Ah < q, Bh<p (4.4) 
are met, then 
for all k, 17, m. 
(b) rf the stability requirement (4.4) is satisJied, an  there exists 6’
such that 
q < 6’h, p < 6’h (4.6) 
then for arbitrary X we have the stimates 
where xx denotes summation ver all n, m satisfiling q ) n / < X7 p I m / < X. 
(c) Iff’ satisfies (4.6) and the stability requirement (4.4) issatisjled, 
then for u > p, 
where the constant c is given by 
Note that he second part of inequality (4.7) may be viewed as a result 
expressing continuity with respect tothe initial data. The bounds in (4.7) 
(4.8) are in terms of the variation of U” with respect tothe x’, y’ variables. 
505/43/l-10 
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Using condition H we may prove that these quantities are uniformly 
bounded in x’, y’ variables. 
LEMMA 4.2. If u,, E BV (condition H) and the hypotheses necessary for 
Proposition, 3.1 are satisfied then i&(x’, y’) E B V: 
I ID’z&l dx’ dy’ < cg, (4.10) n 
where c, is a uniform constant depending only on the hypotheses 
cg = 2 max(M,, M,, c,, c8} c3. (4.11) 
ProoJ Since u0 is of bounded variation (in x, y variables), there xists a 
sequence of functions ui which converge in L, to u, as A+ 0 and have 
uniformly bounded gradients [Theorem 2.1(b)], i.e., 
_I1 grad z&x, y)] dx dy < c3. 
Now let @i(x’, y’) E z&x, y). Then z.7: + zY,, inL, and 
(4.12) 
I ] grad’ L&x’, y’)] dx’ dy’ 
~2max(M,,M,,c,,e,}jIgradu~I~dy. (4.13) 
Hence, there xists a sequence of C” functions Pi which converge to ii,, in
L, and which have uniformly bounded variation 
J’ 
grad i&i Idx’ dy’ < 2 max{M, , M,, c, , c8 } c3. (4.14) 
By Theorem 2.1(b), u0 is BV in the variables x’, y’. Theorem 2.1(c) 
combined with the related result [ 161 
.I1 
grad $i I dx’ dy’ -+ . I grad z&, I dx’ dy’ 
1 @ -0) 
(4.15) 
implies the conclusion. 1 
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We now have all of the bounds necessary forproving the existence of a 
limiting function I@, x’, y’) which is a solution t  (3.31), (3.32). From the 
functions ti”,,m we ay define the grid functions 
u(t, x’, y’) = li;,m 4*16j 
for 
kh<t<(k+ l)h, nq<x< (n-l- l>q, 
mp<y < (m + I)p. 
By means of mollifying UO into uti and then defining Ut to be the grid 
function which averages uii nside each grid [see Appendix for details] one
may obtain the following result which is proved in [5]: 
LEMMA 4.3. There xists a equence oj-grid functions Uk uch that 
0) c,u-J;<c,, (4.17) 
(ii) Uk - GO in L,, (4.18) 
(iii) V[ u;; K] < V[l-i(); K] = c3 (4.19) 
hold on the compact set K c R2, where V[f; K] is the total uariation of the 
function f in the domain K. 
Let U’(t, x’, JJ’) bethe solution of the difference quation (4-2) with initial 
values Ui. We choose a mesh size (hi, qi, pi) for each isuch that 
(4.20) 
The bounds (4.7) and (4.8) onG:,, translate into the following bounds on 
Ug: 
V[ U’(t, x’, y’); K] < V[ U;; K + s’t]. 
_. 
1J 
1 U’(t, x’,J~) - U’js, x’, y’)/ dx’ <dy’ 
K
(4.21) 
< d’(t - s) V[ u;; K + &t]. (4.22) 
With these uniform bounds, itis possible to xtract a convergent subse- 
quence from Uf, using the method of Conway and Smaller o Oleinik [with 
this latter approach one treats he equation asone dimensional andthe y’ 
bounded variation as continuity in erms of initial d ta]. We outline briefly 
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the proof using the former method. The functions Ui are of uniformly 
bounded variation over K. By the results ofde Giorgi [17, 181 and Fleming 
[ 191, the functions Uh are compact in I,, .Hence, we may select a convergent 
subsequence. Fora sequence {ti}, j = 1, 2,..., where (tj} is dense in R, , we 
may select a further subsequence such that 
[I (. i-J’ f], x’, y’) - Uk(lj, x’, y’)l dx’ dy’ --f 0.
K 
Using the triangle inequality, Lemma 4.3 and (4.22) one has 
1. / uyt, x’, y’) - Uk(t, x’, y’)l dx’ dy’ 
-K 
<J, ( U’(tj, X’, Y’) - Uk(tj, X’,J”)( Ok dy’ + d’C,(t - s). 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
By first choosing tj close to t and then choosing i and k sufficiently large, the 
right-hand side of (4.24) may be made arbitrarily small. Hence, U’(t, x y) 
are a Cauchy sequence in the L, norm. Thus we have convergence in L, . 
Using the fact hat { tj} is dense in R, , one can show this convergence is 
uniform. The results are summarized inthe following: 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists a function ii(t, x’, y’) such that for a subse- 
quence of the grid functions {U’}, 
JI ( u’ t, x’, y’) - U(t, x’, y’)l dx’ dy’ -, 0 (i - aJ >, (4.25) K 
uniformly int, and the variation of ii(t, x’, y’) is bounded by 
V[u;K] <cg. (4.26) 
To show that he function ii(t, x’, y’) satisfies Eq.(3.3 l), one writes the 
modified difference equation [ 1.51 
+f@+J-f(L)=O 
29 
3 (4.27) 
which will result inthe same limiting equation providing qZ/h -+ 0, which is 
ensured by (4.20). Multiplying through by I&,,, one has, upon rearranging 
terms (and suppressing theindex m): 
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(4.28) 
Summing this equation ver n, m, k and using Lemma 4.4, one may verify 
that in the limit hi, pi, qi + 0 in accordance with (4.20), the limiting function 
zT(t, x’, JJ’) solves (3.3 1). The details are carried out in Oleinik [ 11. One thus 
has 
THEOREM 4.1. The limiting function ii(t, x’, y’) defined in Lemma 4.4 
satisfies (3.3 1) for any test function ~7E CA. 
5. EXISTENCE PROOF FOR ORIGINAL EQUATION 
In the preceding sections we made the restriction to smooth v’ and 
transformed the original Eq. (1.8) into (3.31). We then obtained a solution 
zi(t, x’, 4”) to the transformed equation. Upon defining 
u(t,x,y)=u(t,x’~y’) (5.1) 
it follows that u(t, x, y) is a solution to(1.8). The initial condition (1.7) is 
also satisfied, since 
lim u(t, x, y) = )ii~ zi(t, x’, y’) 
t+o+ 
= U(0, x’, 4”) 
= uo(x, v>, (5.2) 
where the second equality follows. from the initial data imposed upon the 
difference equation. 
To show that u(t, x, y) is of bounded variation we apply the basic 
argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and obtain the bound: 
~[~;~]~2max{~,,~,,c,,c,~c,. (5.3) 
Thus, for GE C” and v . v’= 0 (pointwise) theexistence problem has 
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been solved with the assumptions C’ and D’ replacing C and D. We first 
extend the results othe more general conditions C and D while still 
retaining thesmoothness a sumptions on v’. As the final step we generalize to 
all v’ satisfying conditions A-D. 
To generalize th  result to conditions C and D, we suppose a set of 
domains Ki satisfying these conditions. Without loss of generality we may 
assume 
1 A 
r, =x0, if = go. (5.4) 
On the intersection K, n K, one has 
One may then define the rotated coordinates (2,~;) which are equal to 
(i. ,po) in K,\(K, n K,) and then vary smoothly through the intersection 
and are equal to (F2;, i$) in the region K,\(K, n K,). This procedure is
continued for K, ,..., K,.Equations (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) are then stated iniden- 
tical form in terms of the rotated coordinate system ($J?). Furthermore, one
has in terms of the unit vectors f,, and y. that 
czo *C>6, y. . v’> 6. (5.7) 
Hence, the transformation o (x’, y’) coordinates may then be accomplished 
from the (Z,yT coordinates. The result issummarized inthe following. 
THEOREM 5.1. If v’E Cm and satisfies (1.9) and conditions A-D, f 
satisfies conditions E, F and u. satisfies G, H then there xists a function 
u(t, x,y) which satisfies Eq . (1.7), (1.8) and the following bounds 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
where cl0 is a constant which depends only on the bounds in conditions A-H
above. 
We now want to construct a solution to(1.7), (1.8) for u’ which is not 
necessarily smooth. To do this one may regularize or modify v’by means of 
a convolution. I  particular, let J be a non-negative real valued function i
Cr(R’) having the properties: 
(0 J(x) = 0 if /xl> 1, (5.10) 
(ii) la2 J(X) dx = 1. (5.11) 
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E.g., one may choose 
J(x)=kexp[-l/(1 -Ix’I’)] 1x;< 1 
=o /xl > 1, 
where kis chosen so that (ii) ssatisfied. If L > 0, the function 
J,(x) = A -2.1(x//1) 
(5.12; 
(5.13) 
is non-negative, belongs toCr(R’) and satisfies 
(ii> JR1 Xl(x) dx= 1. (5.15) 
Using the mollifier J.L, we define the regularization or mollification of G(X) 
by 
G”(x) = J,[ *v’(x) = JR2 J,(x - 5) C(C) d<. 
One may verify that 
ljnj 2(x) = v’(x) (almost everywhere), 
+ 
1. I?-v’ldxdy+O (as L+ 0). 
*s2 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
In order to apply the previous results, in particular Theorem 5.1, we show 
that i7’ satisfies th  same conditions as v’. 
LEMMA 5.1. If Z is divergenceless in the distributional se se, i.e., 
satisfies (1.9), then v’ is pointwise divergenceless, i. ., 
q. v”l=o. (5.19) 
If v’ satisfies conditions A-D then so does v’ (with all derivatives n the 
classical sense and with uniform constants which are not necessan’ly equal to 
the original constants). 
ProoJ If (1.9) issatisfied, then from Definition (5.11) one has 
ij, .v’= [ [?,J,(x - r>] .v’(C) di, d& 
_ RZ 
= - j [v$,dx - 01 . V’(C) d& di,, (5.2Oj 
R2 
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where ,Vx and V, are differentiation with respect tothe x and [ variables. 
Since V,J.,(x - [) is smooth and of compacy support it follows from the 
assumption that he right-hand si e of (5.20) is zero. 
Assuming conditions A-D for v’, the boundedness condition A for v’ 
follows from 
and a similar inequality forvf . To show condition B is satisfied, w  let 
dV,(x) = Vv,(x) dx (5.22) 
in the distributional se se and write: 
I%(x)1 = jR2 P,J,(x - 01 v,(C) d5 
= 
lj P,J,(x - 01 v,(C) d  R2 
= 
IJ J,(x- 0 V,v,K) 4 It= 
(5.23) 
Integration over x space yields 
(5.24) 
by the requirement (5.15) on the mollifier Js3. The desired result is then 
implied by Theorem 2.1(a). 
Next, let Ebe arbitrarily small. Then there xists 1,such that for L < & 
J avcl JA(x - 5) d5 < E. (5.25) 
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Hence, if l’j . zi > 6 in Kj, we write 
> 6( 1 - E) + E max(M, , M2), 
and similarly with $. 
(5.26) 
Condition D is satisfied with a larger constant bythe following bounds. 
Let x?O E rj, 
By hypothesis, theintegral over cl is bounded by M4. Since ti2 vanishes 
outside of R and Iq(x,v)l,< 1  the right-hand side is bounded by 152 1MG. 
Similarly for the corresponding equality fort’?. fl 
Since P is C”, G . v’= 0 and satisfies conditions A-D, Theorem 5.1 
applies and there xists a solution, uj, to (1.7), (1.8) for each value j
corresponding to Gj = u-‘j (dj E l/j). I e., for each value ofj and any p E Cd 
! ’ ~j~)t +f(uj) Vj .~~1 dX dt +J uo(x) ~(0, x) dx dt = 0. (5.28j t>o t=o 
Now for any fixed value of t, uj(t, x y) have uniformly bounded variation 
over Q. Using Fleming’s compactness result [ 191, we can extract a subse- 
quence of {uj] which converges toa function u(t, x, y) in LI(J2). By a further 
diagonalization of the form discussed inSection 4 we can obtain a subse- 
quence such that 
(- 1 u’(t, x y) - uj(t, x y)l dx dy -+ 0 
-0 
as i,j-+ 03. (5.29) 
Hence, for any q E Ci, 
(5.30) 
Since (uj] are uniformly bounded, so are {f(uj) 1.
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Also uj converges to ZJ in L,(R x [0, T]) so that the dominates 
convergence theorem implies that here xists a subsequence of f(uj) which 
converges tof(u) in L,(Q x [0, T]). One has for this ubconsequence, 
<Jr,, {lf(uj)vlj-f(u) vljl+ If(u)v,j-f(u)v,I}dxdt 
G suP I”Ijl I’If(“j)-f(u)l + suP !ft”I I_”lj-~I13 (5.31) 
so that he right-hand side vanishes a j -+ co. The initial d ta is independent 
ofj so that he function u(t, X, y) satisfies (1.7), (1.8). Thus, we have proved: 
THEOREM 5.2. If v’ satisfies (1.9) and conditions A-D, f satisfies 
conditions E, F and u. satisfies G, H then there exists a function u(t, x y) 
which satisfies Eqs.(1.7), (1.8) and the bounds (5.8) and (5.9). 
APPENDIX 
The sequence of grid functions Utmust be chosen in a way in which the 
inequality 
is satisfied. If one chooses Ui to be the grid function which coincides with 
u$ at grid points, this inequality s not necessarily valid as the following 
counterexample shows. 
Let K={(x,y):]x]<l]y]<l} for &=il, where 3, is a large positive 
number. Let the mesh be situated on integer points so that 
U, = le*’ x>o, y>o 
=e - ?I x<o, y<o 
=e -A otherwise. 
For large A, 
V[U,;K] =l’, ess.yar[U,;K] dy +/I, ess,yar[Uo;K] dx 
64.2) 
(A-3) = 2 + B(e-.I). 
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The variation in z.& is given by 
= 212 fl_l (x+y) exp{-I,(.$ +JF’)] &c$ 
-"O 
= q/j-q 
Hence, for sufliciently large /1 
(A.4) 
V[ u,; K] > q.4;; K]. (A.3 
The origin of the difficulty is inassigning a value to a grid square which is 
not representative of the entire square. The problem can be handled by 
taking average values for grid functions asfollows. 
Let Ks{(x,y):-A<x<A,-A <y<A) and let z&y) be any C” 
function K having support in a region K’ c K, where K’ is at least a 
Euchdean distance d away from 8K. Now partition thesquare K into 4N’ 
smaller squares of side a= A/N, where a < d. The squares are labelled 
Kjk={(-~,y):aj~x<a(j+l),ak~y<a(ki l)} 
-N<j<N, -N < k < A? (A-6) 
The averaged grid function 0,is defined 
Zi,(x,y)=a-‘I’[ u(x’.y’)dx’dy for (x, v> E Kik, 
- i Kik 
i.e., uj<x<u(j+ I), ak<y<u(k+ 1). (A.71 
The variation of 0, can be written 
V&K]= c a~~o(j,k)-~oO’-l,k)j+a~t/,(j,k)-~o(j,k-lj/, 
-.rp<j/.W' . 
-!\“<klN’ 
(A.8) 
where N’ F N - 1 and fl,(j, k) = uo(aj, ak). 
The variation in u(x,y) can be written 
(A-9) 
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PROPOSITION. With the deJnitions above, one has the inequalities 
(A. 10) 
~aCIuodi,k)-U,(j,k-l)l. (A.1 ) k 
ProoJ From the definition of 0, one has 
u,,(j, k) - u,(j - 4 k) 
=a -2 jjKjk u(x’,y’) dx’ dy’ - a-’ jjKj-l h u(x’,y’) dx’ dy’. (A-12) 
Now fix k and consider a ow of Kjk. Then, one has the inequality 
> C a-’ 
-N'< j<N' IJ 
-a(j+‘)dxu(x,y)- I” dxu(x,y) . (A.13) 
a.i W-1) 
Since y acts only as a parameter inthis inequality, it isjust he statement 
that a function i one dimension has a variation which exceeds the variation 
in its average values in intervals of length a. Since a smooth function 
intersects its mean value, inequality (A.13) is a consequence of applying the 
traditional definition of BV as the supremum over all partitions a dchoosing 
that partition which coincides with the intersection poi ts, {x1 ,..., x~~}, of the 
function with its average values. 
Upon integrating (A.13) over jzik”’ dy, interchanging the sum and the 
integral on the right-hand side and bringing the absolute value signs to the 
outside onthe right-hand side, one has, 
> Ca jj 
I 1 j Qjh 
= a C ( u,,(j, k) - u,( j- 1, k)(. 
j 
(A. 14) 
Inequality (A.11) follows identically. 1 
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If we sum inequality (A.10) over k, inequality (A.1 ) over jand then add 
the resulting equalities and u e definitions (A.8) and (A.9) we obtain the 
desired result: 
(A.15) 
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